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Deficits in inhibitory abilities are frequently observed in normal aging. However, few 
studies have explored the generality of these deficits in a single group of participants. 
Here, we used an adaptation of the Simon task to differentially assess perceptual and 
motor inhibition using the same stimuli and task design and to determine whether these 
processes utilize separate or shared cognitive resources (Nassauer & Halperin, 2003). We 
were interested in determining whether (1) normal aging is associated with the use of 
separate (as previously evidenced in young participants) or similar cognitive resources to 
perform perceptual and motor inhibition tasks; (2) older participants present a specific 
impairment in one of these two processes. Analyses of reaction times indicated that motor 
and perceptual inhibitory processes share some cognitive resources and both are impaired 
in normal aging. These results can be interpreted by considering that a dedifferentiation 
process is responsible for the inhibitory deficits presented by older participants.  
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Inhibition is a basic aspect of cognitive and emotional functioning, which is 
involved in the performance of numerous tasks and processes. Changes in inhibitory 
functioning have been reported across the entire life span (Harnishfeger, 1995; 
Harnishfeger & Bjorklund, 1993); and normal aging has frequently been found to be 
associated with a decrease in inhibitory abilities. Indeed, difficulties suppressing an over-
learned response or an irrelevant dimension of the stimulus, respectively, have been 
observed with the Stroop task (Dulaney & Rogers, 1994; Houx, et al., 1993; Spieler et al., 
1996) and the negative priming paradigm (Hasher et al., 1991; Kane & Hasher, 1994; 
Stolzfus et al., 1993). Additionally, age-related differences in inhibition of irrelevant 
semantic information (Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000; Connelly et al., 1991; Hartman & 
Hasher, 1991), and difficulties suppressing inappropriate, but prepotent, motor responses 
have also been reported (Butler et al., 1999; Nielson et al., 2002). Finally, a decreased 
ability to suppress irrelevant information in working and episodic memory tasks has also 
been observed (Andrés et al., 2004; Zacks et al., 1996).  
However, aging has not been systematically observed to have a negative effect on 
inhibition abilities. This absence of deficits was sometimes observed on very similar 
tasks by those who demonstrated impairment (e.g., the Stroop or negative priming tasks). 
So, a performance similar to that of young participants has sometimes been reported for 
the Stroop (Kieley & Hartley, 1997) and negative priming (Connelly & Hasher, 1993; 
Langley et al., 1998; Sullivan et al., 1995) tasks. A normal performance was also 
observed for inhibition of return (Hartley & Kieley, 1995), antisaccade (Eenshuistra et 
al., 2004,), go/no-go (Rush et al., 2006) and dichotic listening tasks (Murphy et al., 
1999). Moreover, the few studies that administered several inhibitory tasks to the same 
groups of young and older participants also demonstrated a specific impairment of some 
processes associated with the preservation of the others (Andrès et al., 2008; Charlot & 
Feyereisen, 2005; Kramer et al., 1994; see, however, Belleville et al., 2006). For 
example, in the Charlot and Feyereisen’s study, the effects of aging on working memory 
are weaker on the access than on the suppression functions. 
 Taken as a whole, these results indicate that not all inhibitory processes are 
affected by normal aging. One criticism that can, nevertheless, be made of these studies is 
that they explored inhibition without any reference to the theoretical frameworks 
proposed in the literature (e.g., Dempster & Corkill, 1999a, b; Harnishfeger, 1995; 
Hasher et al., 1999; Nigg, 2000; Kipp, 2005). Among these frameworks, the proposal by 
Dempster and Corkill (1999a, b) that there is a distinction between perceptual, motor and 
verbal inhibition appears particularly interesting. Indeed, this proposal is theoretically 
supported by data obtained in young adults with conflict resolution tasks (Nassauer & 
Halperin, 2003). Nassauer and Halperin gave young participants several tasks requiring 
(or not requiring) perceptual and/or motor conflict resolution. Their results showed that 
the necessity to simultaneously resolve perceptual and motor conflicts leads to an 
additive (not interactive) effect on reaction times in comparison to the separate resolution 
of each kind of conflict. According to the limited capacity resources and additive factor 
models (Sergeant, 1996), this pattern of results suggests that these two processes use 
distinct cognitive resources such that motor and perceptual inhibition should be 
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considered as separate cognitive processes. As indicated previously, studies that explored 
perceptual and motor inhibitory processes in older participants lead to contradictory 
results, with some studies showing impairments but not others. The exploration of these 
processes with the procedure of Nassauer and Halperin should allow determining if there 
exists a specific preservation of one of these processes in normal aging, that will be a 
supplementary argument in favor of the proposal of Dempster and Corkill.  
Moreover, at this time, no study really tackled the question if the lower 
performance of older participants on a large range of tasks assessing inhibitory 
functioning may be due to a series of specific deficits or to a less efficient functioning of 
a general factor. An argument in favour of the intervention of a general factor to explain 
cognitive changes associated to normal aging is that correlations among different 
cognitive measures tend to increase with age and that the effect of age on a series of 
complex cognitive tasks is largely explained by the efficiency of sensorimotor processing 
(Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994). Similarly, Li et al. (2004) 
showed that processing robustness in normal aging is largely correlated to performance 
on cognitive tasks assessing fluid intelligence abilities. Baltes and Lindenberger invoked 
age-related changes in neurophysiological brain functioning as a common explanation to 
these data and considered that they reflect the presence of a dedifferentiation process in 
normal aging.  
The aim of the present study is to determine whether the independence of 
perceptive and motor inhibitory processes found by Nassauer and Halperin (2003) in 
young participants is preserved during normal aging. Indeed, the presence of 
independence between these two processes, associated with a lower performance in one 
(or both) conflict resolution tasks, will be in agreement with a specificity of inhibitory 
dysfunction in normal aging. On the contrary, the presence of intercorrelations between 
performance levels on the two tasks will be indicative of the contribution of a more 
general factor (e.g., a dedifferentiation process). Therefore, we administered the set of 
computerized tasks developed by these authors to assess the separability of the two 
inhibitory processes needed to resolve perceptual or motor conflicts.  The two tasks were 
(1) inhibition of irrelevant stimulus characteristics and (2) inhibition of inappropriate 
motor responses. The tasks were designed to be independent of verbal ability and to 
minimize interference due to extraneous stimulus-response modality conflicts. We 
hypothesised that if older participants use some similar cognitive resources to perform  
the two inhibitory tasks (due to a dedifferentiation process), we should observe a 
significant interaction effect when the tasks are presented together in comparison to 
separate presentations. Furthermore, we were also interested in determining whether 
perceptual and motor inhibition processes are selectively preserved in normal aging. 
Indeed, previous studies have explored these two aspects of inhibition in different groups 
of participants, sometimes obtaining contradictory results (e.g., Butler et al., 1999; 
Eenshuistra et al., 2004; Kieley & Hartley, 1997; Spieler et al., 1996).  
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Forty young and thirty-five older adults participated in the study. The young 
participants ranged in age from 21 to 28 years (M age = 24.15; SD = 1.69) and older 
adults from 60 to 75 years (M age = 66.69, SD = 5.22). Although young participants had 
a higher educational level (years of education: younger participants M = 15.97, SD = 
1.31; older participants M = 14.22, SD = 2.25; t(73) = 4.17, p < .0001), the vocabulary 
level of older participants was superior (Mill Hill Vocabulary Test [part A and B]: young 
participants M = 36.57, SD = 3.64; older participants M = 38.86, SD = 3.61; t(73) = –
2.72, p = <0.01). All the older participants scored above 130 on the Mattis Dementia 
Rating Scale (Mattis, 1976; M = 142.48, SD = 1.72), which constitutes a cut-off score to 
discriminate normal aging from dementia (Monsch et al., 1995). All participants were 
native French speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They all reported 
themselves to be in good health. None had a history of significant neurological or 
psychiatric illness or were currently taking psychoactive medication. The local research 
ethics committee had approved the study and consent was obtained from each participant. 
Material and Procedure 
The tasks described in this study are part of a larger battery that was designed to 
explore inhibitory functioning in elderly persons. All the participants were individually 
tested in a quiet room in two one-and-a-half-hour sessions that took place over a few 
days. All the tasks were presented on a laptop with a 15-inch color monitor using E-
Prime software version 1.0 (Schneider et al., 2002). Participants were seated in front of 
the computer at approximately 50 cm from the screen. 
Tasks 
The experimental design was adapted from Nassauer and Halperin (2003) and is 
composed of six subtests, designed to evaluate the ability to inhibit inappropriate motor 
responses and/or ignore irrelevant perceptual stimulus characteristics (subtests 3,5,6), or 
to control for perceptual and motor requirements of the inhibitory tasks (subtests 1,2,4; 
see Figure 1). All responses were made using either a left (“q”) or right (“l”) response 
key on a standard AZERTY keyboard. At the beginning of each subtest, participants were 
instructed to respond as quickly as possible while avoiding errors. The six subtests were 
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Figure 1. Specific subtest trials used in calculating mean reaction times for data analyses. 
Numbers in brackets indicates the number of inhibitory or control trials really used in 
statistical analyses. Data of subtest 2 are not used in the analyses. 
  Perceptual conflict 








 No Subtests 1 & 4 (2*40 control trials) 
                 or                     in center 
Compatible response to direction 
Subtest 3 (40 inhibitory trials out of 80 items) 
                 on left or                      on right  
Compatible response to direction 
Yes Subtest 5 (40 control trials) 
                    or                  in center 
Incompatible response to direction 
Subtest 6 (40 inhibitory trials out of 80 items) 
                 on left or                        on right 
Incompatible response to direction & location 
 
 
Subtest 1 consisted of 40 randomized trials in which a left (20 trials) or right (20 
trials) pointing arrow appeared in the middle of the screen. Participants are instructed to 
press either the left or right key depending upon where the arrow is pointing. Subtest 2 
involved 40 randomized trials in which a rectangular box appeared randomly either on 
the left (20 trials) or right (20 trials) side of the computer screen. Participants were 
instructed to press the key located on the same side as the box. These two subtests did not 
require inhibition but were used to elicit any tendency to respond following either the 
direction of the arrows or the location of the stimuli, since both of these characteristics 
must be inhibited in the next subtests. 
In subtest 3, which assesses perceptual inhibition abilities, the 80 trials involvd a 
left (40 trials) or right (40 trials) pointing arrow appearing randomly on either the left (40 
trials) or right (40 trials) side of the screen. Participants were asked to ignore the location 
of the arrow and to press the key on the side indicated by the arrow’s direction. Only the 
40 items requiring perceptual inhibition (a left pointing arrow located on the right and a 
right pointing arrow located on the left) were taken into account in our analyses. 
In subtest 4, the material was similar to that used in subtest 1 and consisted of 40 
randomized trials in which left (20 trials) or right (20 trials) pointing arrows appeared in 
the middle of the screen. Participants were, again, instructed to press the key that was on 
the side to which the arrow was pointing. In subtest 5, assessing motor aspects of 
response inhibition, participants were asked to press the key that is opposite to where the 
centrally located arrow was pointing. This task required motor inhibition because the 
direction of the arrow did not correspond to the laterality of the response to be produced. 
Finally, subtest 6 involved 80 randomized trials in which 20 left-pointing arrows 
appeared on the left side, 20 left-pointing arrows appeared on the right side, 20 right-
pointing arrows appeared on the left side and 20 right-pointing arrows appeared on the 
right side. The relevant dimension was the arrow’s direction; and, participants were 
instructed to ignore its location (as in subtest 3 assessing perceptual inhibition). 
Furthermore, participants were asked to press the key that is opposite to where the arrow 
was pointing, which required motor inhibition (as in subtest 5). Therefore, some items of 
subtest 6 simultaneously involved perceptual (ignore location) and motor (press opposite 
side) conflict. Only these 40 items were taken into account in the analyses. 
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For all subtests, the stimuli (both arrows and boxes) were displayed for a 
maximum of 3,000 milliseconds or until the participant responded. Specific instructions 





We first performed factorial ANOVAs to replicate the dissociation between 
perceptual and motor conflicts observed by Nassauer and Halperin (2003) in young 
participants and to determine whether such a dissociation also exists in older adults. Next, 
we directly contrasted perceptual and motor inhibitory abilities in young and older 
participants. In subtests 1, 2, 4 and 5, all presented items were used for statistical 
analyses. In subtests 3 and 6, only items necessitating conflict resolution were included in 
the analyses. All effects were assessed for significance at the p = .05 level. The effect size 
of each analysis was reported as partial eta square for the main effects and the 
interactions. Partial eta square is generally interpreted as the proportion of variance of the 
dependent variable that is related to the factor. Traditionally, eta square values of .01, .06, 
and .14 represent small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively (Cohen, 1988). 
Reaction time (RT) analyses were conducted on the 40 young and 35 older 
participants. Median RTs were calculated in milliseconds (ms) for each individual in all 
conditions. Overall accuracy on all tasks was quite high (young participants: M = 97.25% 
correct, SD = 3.75; old participants: M = 93% correct, SD = 14.01). RTs and accuracy of 
responses in the different subtests are presented in Table 1. The effect of perceptual and 
motor conflict was measured by comparing performance (RTs) on each task involving 
conflict resolution (subtests 3, 5 and 6) to the mean RT performance on the two control 
tasks (subtests 1 and 4).  
 
 
Table 1  
Mean reaction times (milliseconds) and percentage of correct responses in the young and 
elderly participants. Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
 
Subtest Reaction times Response accuracy 
 Young  Elderly  Young  Elderly  
No conflict (subtests 1 & 4, 80 trials) 376 (5) 521(7) 98.5 (0.27) 98.46 (0.31) 
Neutral condition (subtest 2, 40 trials) 312 (5) 468 (18) 99.18 (0.26) 98.35 (0.42) 
Perceptual conflict (subtest 3, 40 trials) 505 (9) 705 (19) 96.50 (0.66) 94.92 (1.5) 
Motor conflict (subtest 5, 40 trials) 422 (10) 724 (31) 97.25 (0.48) 94.85 (1.89) 
Perceptual/motor conflict (subtest 6, 40 trials) 538 (12) 834 (45) 96.75 (0.79) 85.86 (3.87) 
Perceptual conflict size * 129 (8) 184 (11)   
Motor conflict size ** 45 (8) 203 (21)   
 
* The perceptual conflict size is calculated by subtracting RTs in the no conflict condition from RTs in the perceptual conflict 
condition. ** The motor conflict size is calculated by subtracting RTs in the no conflict condition from RTs in the motor conflict 
condition. Trials number refers to the number of items used for statistical analyses. 
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The independence of perceptual and motor inhibitory processes in young 
participants was assessed with a 2 (Perceptual Conflict: yes vs. no) x 2 (Motor Conflict: 
yes vs. no) factorial ANOVA with repeated measures. The analysis revealed significant 
main effects of Perceptual [F(1,39) = 256.02, p < .001; eta square = 0.87] and Motor 
[F(1,39) = 23.16, p < .001; eta square = 0.37] conflicts, indicating slower RTs in the 
presence of conflict. The interaction effect between perceptual and motor conflict 
conditions was not significant [F(1,39) = 1.16, p = .28; eta square = 0.02] (see Figure 2). 
A similar analysis was performed in the group of older participants [factorial 2 x 2 
ANOVA with repeated measures]. The analysis demonstrated significant main effects of 
perceptual [F(1,34) = 54.49, p < .0001; eta square = 0.62] and motor [F(1,34) = 44.05, p 
< .001; eta square = 0.56] conflicts, again indicating slower RTs in the presence of 
conflict. There was also a significant interaction between the two types of conflicts 
[F(1,34) = 5.71, p < .05; eta square = 0.14], indicating that simultaneous confrontation 
with the two kinds of conflicts does not lead to a simply additive effect in older 
participants (see Figure 2).  
In order to be sure that the presence of differential effects (additive vs. interactive) 
in young and older participants was not due to differences in speed of processing (SOP), 
we performed a 2 (Perceptual Conflict: yes vs. no) x 2 (Motor Conflict: yes vs. no) 
factorial ANOVA with the group (young vs. older) as a between subject variable. 
Performance (RT) on subtest 2 was used as a covariate controlling for SOP. As predicted 
from the previous analyses, we observed a significant interaction between group and the 
presence/absence of perceptual/motor conflicts [F(1,72)=4.97, p <0.05; eta square = 
0.07]. Planned comparisons indicated the simultaneous confrontation to the two types of 
conflicts leads to an interactive effect in older participants (p <0.05) but not in young 
participants (p >0.05).   
Finally, a correlational approach was used to determine the proportion of shared 
variance in young and older participants between RT performance on the perceptual and 
motor inhibitory tasks. Results indicate a larger proportion of shared variance between 
these tasks in older participants (perceptual and motor inhibition: young participants: 
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Figure 2. Mean reaction times (msec.) as a function of perceptual and motor conflict in 



























We were also interested in investigating the existence of specific age-related 
differences on perceptual or motor inhibition. First, the performance of young and older 
participants was compared on subtests that required (subtest 3) or did not require 
(subtests 1 and 4) perceptual conflict resolution. A 2 (Group: young vs. older) x 2 
(Perceptual Conflict; yes vs. no) repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated main effects 
of Group [F(1,73) = 94.71, p < .0001; eta square = 0.56, with slower RTs in older 
participants] and Perceptual Conflict [F(1,73) = 548.16, p < .0001; eta square = 0.88, 
with slower RTs in the presence of conflict]. The interaction between Group and 
Perceptual Conflict was also significant [F(1,73) = 16.99, p < .001; eta square = 0.19]. 
Planned comparisons demonstrated the presence of a perceptual conflict in both groups, 
but the conflict was greater for older participants (all p < .001). When SOP (RT on 
subtest 2) was taken as a covariate, the interaction effect remained significant 
[F(1,72)=10.74, p <0.005; eta square = 0.12].  
The integrity of motor inhibitory processes in normal aging was then assessed 
with a 2 (Group: young vs. older) x 2 (Motor conflict: yes [subtest 5] vs. no [subtests 1 
and 4]) repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis demonstrated significant main effects 
of Group [F(1,73) = 98.08, p < .0001; eta square = 0.57, with slower RTs in older] and 
Motor Conflict [F(1,73) = 128.89, p < .0001; eta square = 0.64, with slower RTs in the 
presence of conflict]. The interaction was also significant [F(1,73) = 51.74, p < .0001; eta 
square = 0.41]. Planned comparisons demonstrated the presence of a motor conflict in 
both groups, but again the conflict was larger for older participants (all p < .001). When 
RT on subtest 2 was taken as a covariate, the interaction effect remained significant 
[F(1,72)=21.99, p <0.0001; eta square = 0.23]. 
Finally, we wished to directly compare the size of perceptual and motor inhibitory 
effects in young and older participants. Inhibitory scores were built up by subtracting the 
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performance obtained in the presence of conflict from the performance obtained in the 
no-conflict conditions, for the perceptual and motor conflict tasks, respectively [size of 
perceptual conflict : RT (subtest 3 – subtest 1 & 4) ; size of motor conflict : RT (subtest 5 
– subtest 1 & 4) ; see Table 1]. A 2 (Group: young vs. old) x 2 (Conflict: perceptual vs. 
motor) repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of Group [F(1,73) = 
61.11, p < .0001; eta square = 0.46, with older participants presenting larger inhibitory 
effects] and a main effect of Conflict [F(1,73) = 7.19, p < .005; eta square = 0.08, with a 
larger inhibitory effect for perceptual conflict]. The interaction between Group and 
Conflict was also significant [F(1,73) = 18.18, p < .0001; eta square = 0.20]. Planned 
comparisons revealed a smaller inhibitory effect in young participants for motor conflict 
in comparison to perceptual conflict (p < .0001) but similar conflict effects in older 
participants (p > .1). When RT on subtest 2 was taken as a covariate, the interaction 





The aim of this study was twofold. First, we were interested in determining 
whether perceptual and motor inhibitory processes in normal aging are based on different 
cognitive resources, as was previously demonstrated in young participants (Nassauer & 
Halperin, 2003). Second, we were interested in comparing the integrity of these two 
inhibitory processes in a single group of older participants. Indeed, very few earlier 
studies had been interested in evaluating the generality or specificity of the inhibitory 
dysfunction in normal aging by simultaneously administering several tasks assessing 
different inhibitory processes (Andrés et al., 2008; Belleville et al., 2006; Charlot & 
Feyereisen, 2005; Kramer et al., 1994). In the present study, results indicate that, unlike 
young participants, healthy older participants seems to rely more on common cognitive 
resources necessary to resolve perceptual and motor conflicts (as indicated by ANOVA 
and correlation analyses). Furthermore, the effect of aging on inhibitory functioning was 
not explained by a slowing down of processing speed. Finally, the direct comparison of 
the two tasks indicates similar effect sizes for perceptual and motor conflict in older 
participants, but a larger effect size for perceptual conflict in young participants.  
 Nassauer and Halperin (2003) interpreted the presence of a merely additive effect 
when young participants have to simultaneously resolve motor and perceptual conflicts 
(in comparison to the resolution of each conflict in isolation) as indicating that the two 
inhibitory processes require separate cognitive resources. Indeed, according to the limited 
capacity resource model, if two co-occurring cognitive processes use the same resources, 
more than a simple additive increase in reaction time would be expected because the 
limited energy pool must be shared by both cognitive processes (Sergeant, 1996). The 
attribution of perceptual and motor conflict resolution processes to distinct cognitive 
resources in young participants is in agreement with theoretical frameworks that consider 
that inhibition is not unitary but consists in a series of different and specific processes 
(Harnishfeger, 1995; Kipp, 2005; Nigg, 2000). More specifically, the dissociation we 
observed here between perceptual and motor conflicts tasks fits particularly well with the 
Dempster and Corkill’s (1999a,b) proposal that developmentally and functionally distinct 
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inhibitory processes are associated with the perceptual and motor cognitive domains, as 
well as with the verbal domain (that was not explored in the present study).  
 Contrary to what was observed in young participants, the performance of older 
people was associated with an interactive effect when two conflicts have to be resolved 
simultaneously. According to the limited capacity resource model (Sergeant, 1996), this 
indicates that perceptual and motor conflicts share some cognitive resources and thus that 
these two inhibitory processes cannot be considered as independent and distinct processes 
in normal aging. The existence of an overlap in the cognitive resources needed to perform 
tasks that are considered to be independent in young participants can be interpreted as 
reflecting the presence of a dedifferentiation process in older people. The age-related 
dedifferentiation is supported by evidence showing increased correlations in normal 
aging among different cognitive tasks, or between sensorimotor and cognitive domain 
(e.g., Babcock et al., 1997; Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Mitrushina & Satz, 1991). 
Dedifferentiation was interpreted as a difficulty in recruiting specialized neural 
mechanisms during the performance of cognitive tasks (Li & Lindenberger, 1999). This 
interpretation was supported by functional neuroimaging studies showing that age-related 
hemispheric asymmetry reductions in prefrontal or posterior activations during the 
performance of higher-order cognitive functions is associated to a lower performance 
(Grady et al., 2006; Park et al., 2004). In that context, it must be emphasized that further 
neuroimaging studies will be necessary to determine if the performance on perceptual and 
motor inhibitory tasks is really more dependent on common cerebral areas in older than 
young participants. Such data will be the strongest argument in favor of the explanation 
of lower inhibitory abilities in normal aging as resulting from a dedifferentiation process. 
 The presence of a dedifferentiation process was previously found to be associated 
with less efficient cognitive functioning in various domains (Baltes & Lindenberger, 
1997; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1997; for a review in the neuroimaging domain, see 
Cabeza, 2002). This association was also found in the present study because we observed 
that older participants performed worse on both the motor and perceptual conflict 
resolution tasks and performance on these tasks was more strongly correlated in older 
than younger participants. These results are consistent with previous studies that have 
shown impaired inhibitory abilities in normal aging (e.g., Butler & Zacks, 1999; Hartley, 
1993; May & Hasher, 1998; Nielson et al., 2002; Spieler et al., 1996). Interestingly, the 
inhibitory deficits were not found to be specific, since both motor and perceptual tasks 
were impaired in our older participants. An absence of specificity was also observed in 
another study (Belleville et al., 2006) that explored the inhibitory processes associated 
with the linguistic and perceptual domains using the Hayling (Burgess & Shallice, 1996) 
and Stroop (Stroop, 1935) tasks, respectively. Taken as a whole, these results support the 
hypothesis that the inhibitory dysfunction associated with normal aging affects a whole 
range of cognitive domains.  
However, other data indicate that not all inhibitory tasks are impaired in normal 
aging (Charlot & Feyereisen, 2005; Kramer et al., 1994). More specifically, normal aging 
is characterized by an impairment of controlled / intentional inhibitory processes 
associated with a preservation of automatic / unintentional inhibitory processes (Andrés, 
2008; Andrés et al., 2008; Collette et al., 2008b). It must, nevertheless, be emphasized 
that in the Belleville et al. (2006) study, as in the present one, all the inhibitory tasks 
administered can be considered to be controlled or intentional. Thus, the apparent 
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widespread inhibitory dysfunction across cognitive domains may be related to the nature 
of the tasks used (controlled / intentional vs. automatic / unintentional). Bearing on this 
interpretation, we have recently obtained data showing a selective preservation of 
unintentional inhibitory processes associated with an impairment of intentional processes 
in the cognitive domains of working memory, semantic memory and episodic memory 
(Collette et al., 2008a).  
 Finally, it should be noted that the comparison of the size of the inhibitory effects 
for the two conflict resolution tasks demonstrated that the motor and perceptual tasks 
have a similar level of difficulty for older participants whereas young participants find it 
easier to resolve the motor conflict than the perceptual conflict. The presence of larger 
inhibitory effects in young participants for the perceptual than motor conflict resolution 
task cannot be explained by the external structures of the tasks administered (e.g., the 
kind of stimuli presented or the kind of response required) and may be interpreted as 
support for the dissociation between perceptual and motor inhibitory processes proposed 
by Dempster and Corkill (1999a,b) and also by Nassauer & Halperin (2003). Although 
the presence of less efficient perceptual and motor inhibitory processes was frequently 
reported in normal aging (e.g., Butler et al., 1999; Hartley, 1993; Kramer et al., 1994; 
May & Hasher, 1998; Nielson et al., 2002; Spieler et al., 1996), the direct comparison of 
the efficiency of these processes using very similar tasks has not yet been performed, to 
the best of our knowledge. The absence of a dissociation between perceptual and motor 
inhibitory effects in these participants is indicative of the presence of qualitative (and not 
only quantitative) changes in inhibitory functioning during normal aging. However, the 
interpretation of such changes remains speculative at this time. We tentatively propose 
that this absence of dissociation suggests the presence of a dedifferentiation process, 
leading to the involvement of common resources to perform tasks that are based on 
distinct resources in young participants. Obviously, confirmation with neuroimaging 
studies is needed to further support this interpretation. . 
To summarize, results of the current study indicate lower performance level and 
increased correlation among perceptual and motor inhibitory tasks in older compared to 
younger participants. Taken as a whole, these results are indicative that these tasks 
depend on distinct inhibitory processes in young adulthood but common cognitive 
resources with advancing age. 
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